
4 ways of finding the surface area of a solid of revolution

We derived in class that the surface area of a solid of revolution is approximated by
adding up areas of “rings” with circumference 2 r and width s, which leads to a
definite integral:
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the following list gives the different scenarios to express the radius and s depending on
how the function that is rotated is given and around which axis it is rotated about.

I. y = f(x)  is rotated about the x-axis     (f(x)  0)

          then the radius will be the function value f(x)  and  s =  2))('(1 xf x, so 

surface area = dxxfxf
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we also mentioned in class that if you rotate a function around the x-axis    then you can
use the same idea by expressing everything (!!!) in terms of y instead of x:

II. x = g(y)  is rotated about the y-axis     (g(y)  0)

          then the radius will be the function value g(y)  and   s =  2))('(1 yg y, so 

surface area = dyygyg
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the above two cases should cover all cases in general, BUT, as you have seen in
examples, the integrals can become rather complicated or sometimes impossible. The
trick is that we can combine the above ideas to make the integral nicer and easier:

III. y = f(x)  is rotated about the y-axis (NOT the x-axis !!!)   (f(x)  0)

          then the radius will be simply x  (!!!) but we can still calculate the arc length using
 s =  2))('(1 xf x, so we obtain

surface area = dxxfx
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IV x = g(y)  is rotated about the x-axis  (NOT the y-axis !!!)    (g(y)  0)

             then the radius will be simply y  (!!!) but we can still calculate the arc length
using     s =  2))('(1 yf  y, so 

surface area = dyyfy
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Note:   the textbook examples are using methods I and III.


